Introduction
============

Positron emission tomography, which uses the glucose analogue ^18^ F-fluorodeoxyglucose with computed tomography ( ^18^ F-FDG PET/CT), is increasingly used in oncology for the initial staging of cancer and monitoring the treatment response. As a result of the increased availability of ^18^ F-FDG PET/CT, unexpected ^18^ F-FDG uptake has been identified in a variety of sites, including the large bowel [@JR857-1] [@JR857-2] [@JR857-3] [@JR857-4] [@JR857-5] . Incidental colorectal FDG uptake is found in approximately 3.6 % of patients undergoing evaluation for non-gastrointestinal disease [@JR857-6] . FDG uptake can be diffuse, segmental or focal. Diffuse or segmental FDG uptake generally results from physiological or inflammatory processes [@JR857-7] [@JR857-8] [@JR857-9] . In contrast, focal FDG uptake, which is observed in 0.4 % to 16.3 % of patients undergoing PET/CT examinations, is usually associated with the discovery of malignant and pre-malignant lesions in almost 68 % of patients [@JR857-6] . Consequently, false-positive findings have been reported in 9.3 % to 63 % of these cases [@JR857-9] [@JR857-10] [@JR857-11] [@JR857-12] [@JR857-13] [@JR857-14] [@JR857-15] [@JR857-16] [@JR857-17] [@JR857-18] [@JR857-19] [@JR857-20] [@JR857-21] [@JR857-22] . Although the mechanisms of FDG uptake in the large bowel are unclear, false-positive uptake is thought to be the consequence of the physiological accumulation of FDG [@JR857-23] [@JR857-24] .

To avoid the need for invasive diagnostic procedures, the use of parameters such as FDG maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax) was proposed to discriminate malignant from benign conditions. Although some studies showed significant differences in SUVmax values between malignant and benign lesions [@JR857-20] [@JR857-25] [@JR857-26] , others did not [@JR857-11] [@JR857-12] [@JR857-17] [@JR857-19] . Moreover, no differences in SUVmax between true-positive and false-positive FDG uptake have been recently reported [@JR857-10] [@JR857-21] .

Another issue with the use of FDG PET/CT findings for screening colorectal lesions is the occurrence of false-negative results. Some patients without any colorectal FDG accumulation on PET/CT are found to have premalignant or malignant lesions at colonoscopy [@JR857-10] [@JR857-19] . However, few data are available on these non-FDG-avid colorectal lesions. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the correlation between FDG PET/CT and endoscopic findings in patients with incidental focal colorectal FDG uptake and to assess the characteristics of non-FDG-avid colonic lesions.

Patients and methods
====================

Patients
--------

The database of colonoscopies performed at the University Hospital of Rennes was reviewed. Among 27,170 colonoscopies or flexible sigmoidoscopies performed between 2005 and 2015, we selected examinations that were performed to determine incidental colorectal FDG uptake on PET/CT.

Patient demographics and medical histories at the time of FDG PET/CT and indications for FDG PET/CT were extracted from the database. Patients with personal histories of colorectal disease were excluded.

PET/CT imaging analysis
-----------------------

The patients fasted for at least 4 hours before PET/CT. The blood glucose level was controlled before FDG injection. Acquisition was performed 60 to 90 minutes after intravenous injection of 4 MBg/kg of FDG, but no delayed acquisition was performed. All PET/CT studies were performed with a hybrid PET/CT scanner (Discovery LS, GE Medical Systems Inc., Waukesha, WI, USA) from the base of the skull to the proximal thighs without contrast-enhancement. The acquired data were (ordered-subset expectation maximization) iteratively reconstructed before and after attenuation correction.

PET/CT images were reassessed by a physician at the Department of Nuclear Medicine, who was blinded to endoscopic and histopathologic findings, to include patients with focal FDG uptake, to exclude those with segmental or diffuse FDG uptake, to record the location of colorectal FDG uptake sites and to measure the maximum standard uptake value (SUV ~max~ ) and the metabolic volume (MV) using automated SUV-based 3 D contouring software that was available at the workstation. MV was defined as the volume produced by segmentation at a fixed 50 % (MV50) or 30 % (MV30) of the SUV ~max~ threshold obtained using a region-growing algorithm and using the maximum intensity voxel as seed [@JR857-21] .

The colon was divided into 4 segments: the rectosigmoid, left colon, transverse colon and right colon. Incidental colorectal FDG uptake was defined as intense uptake located in the colon or in the rectum in comparison to the background activity; no specific SUV ~max~ was used to define this parameter. Colorectal FDG accumulations were classified in 3 categories according to their pattern: focal for nodular uptake and segmental or diffuse for colonic wall uptake that was shorter or longer than one colonic segment.

Endoscopy
---------

Information on characteristics of colonoscopies or flexible sigmoidoscopies was collected. The segments seen at colonoscopy were recorded. Patients were excluded from this study when the segment with FDG uptake was not seen at colonoscopy. The quality of bowel preparation was assessed according to the overall and per-segment Boston score [@JR857-27] .

For each segment (rectosigmoid, left colon, transverse colon and right colon), we recorded presence of lesions or a lack of abnormalities. Macroscopic aspects and the size of the lesions were recorded. Histologic results were obtained from an analysis of biopsy specimens or of lesions that were resected at colonoscopy or surgically. Colorectal lesions were divided into 4 categories according to histologic results: a malignant lesion corresponded to an intramucosal or more invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma or to other malignancy; high-risk polyps (HRPs) corresponded to adenomas that were ≥ 10 mm or with high-grade dysplasia and to sessile serrated polyps with dysplasia; low-risk polyps (LRPs) corresponded to adenomas that were \< 10 mm and with low-grade dysplasia and to sessile serrated polyps without dysplasia; non-neoplastic lesions (NNLs) corresponded to hyperplastic polyps and other various lesions. The sum of malignant lesions and HRPs corresponded to advanced neoplasia.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Quantitative variables are expressed as median and interquartile ranges (IQR), and qualitative variables are expressed as numbers and percentages. Per-patient, per-FDG uptake, per-lesion and per-segment analyses were performed. For per-patient analyses, patients were regarded as true-positive if they had at least one focal colorectal FDG uptake with a corresponding endoscopic lesion at the same location and as false-positive if they did not have any relevant endoscopic findings in the segment with focal FDG accumulation. For per-uptake analyses, findings were defined as true-positive when uptake was seen with a corresponding lesion at colonoscopy and as false-positive when uptake was seen without a corresponding lesion at colonoscopy. Lesions that were seen at colonoscopy but lacked corresponding FDG accumulation on PET/CT were characterized as false-negative PET/CT results. For per-lesion analysis, we defined those with corresponding FDG uptake as FDG-avid lesions and those without corresponding FDG uptake as non-FDG-avid lesions. When adjacent lesions were seen at colonoscopy, the focal FDG uptake was associated with the most advanced lesion; it was not possible to provide a decision for other lesions. Therefore, we also performed a per-segment analysis: segments with endoscopic lesion(s) and focal FDG uptake were considered true-positive FDG results, segments with endoscopic lesion without FDG uptake were considered false-negative FDG results, segments with FDG uptake but without lesion were considered false-positive FDG results, and segments without FDG uptake and endoscopic lesion were considered true-negative FDG results.

SUV ~max~ and MV were compared between FDG-PET true-positive and false-positive findings and according to the various histologic groups using the Wilcoxon test. To measure discriminatory accuracy of MV for diagnosing advanced neoplasia, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed, and the area under the ROC curve (AUROC) was calculated. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value were calculated. Statistical analysis was performed using JMP pro v10 software. *P* values \< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
=======

Study population
----------------

From 2005 to 2015, 100 consecutive patients with incidental colorectal uptake on FDG PET/CT were referred to our center for colonoscopy. Thirty patients were excluded for various reasons (  [Fig. 1](#FI857-1){ref-type="fig"} ). Thus, 70 patients were included in the study.

![Flowchart of the study, FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron emission tomography with computed tomography](10-1055-s-0043-116384-i857ei1){#FI857-1}

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the 70 patients are described in [Table 1](#TB857-1){ref-type="table"} . The patients were mostly male (62.9 %) and presented a median age of 67.2 \[IQR, 57.5 -- 74.4\] years.

###### Patient characteristics at baseline.

  Characteristics                                       Value
  ----------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
  Age (years)                                           67.2 \[57.5 -- 74.4\]
  Sex (male)                                            44 (62.9)
  ^18^ F-FDG PET/CT indications                         
  Diagnosis                                             29 (41.4)
  Follow-up of known carcinoma                          23 (32.9)
  Staging of known carcinoma                            18 (25.7)
  Primary disease                                       
  Hematologic tumors                                    12 (29.3)
  Head and neck cancers                                  8 (19.5)
  Lung cancers                                           6 (14.6)
  Gynecological cancers (breast, uterine cervix)         6 (14.6)
  Urological cancers (bladder, kidney, prostate)         4 (9.8)
  Cancers of the digestive tract (esophagus, stomach)    3 (7.3)
  Melanoma                                               2 (4.9)

^18^ F-FDG PET/CT, fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography with computed tomography

Categorical variables are expressed as numbers and percentages, and continuous variables are expressed as medians and interquartile ranges.

FDG PET/CT was performed for diagnosis, follow-up and staging in 29 (41.4 %), 23 (32.9 %) and 18 (25.7 %) of patients, respectively. For follow-up and staging indications, the main primary diseases were as follows: hematologic tumor in 12 (29.3 %) patients, head and neck cancer in 8 (19.5 %) patients and lung cancer in 6 (14.6 %) patients ( [Table 1](#TB857-1){ref-type="table"} ).

Colonoscopy characteristics
---------------------------

Colonoscopy was performed within a median period of 1.4 \[0.7 -- 3.4\] months after FDG PET/CT by 18 different experienced endoscopists in our center.

Segments with FDG uptake were constantly assessed by endoscopy: 52 (74.3 %) patients underwent colonoscopy under general anesthesia, and 18 patients with FDG uptake that was localized only in the rectosigmoid underwent flexible sigmoidoscopy. The right colon, transverse colon and left colon were not seen in 18, 16 and 13 patients, respectively. Thus, a total of 233 (82 %) out of 280 segments were assessed by endoscopy.

For bowel preparation, a standard 4L-PEG solution administered entirely the day before the colonoscopy was mainly used for total colonoscopy, and an enema was used for flexible sigmoidoscopy. The median overall Boston score for colonoscopy was 8 \[6.5 -- 9\], and the median Boston score per segment was 3 \[2 -- 3\].

Per-patient analysis
--------------------

Of the 70 patients with focal FGD uptake, 46 patients (65.7 %) had at least 1 concordant endoscopic lesion. No lesion at the localization of FDG uptake was seen by scope procedure in 24 patients.

Per-uptake analysis
-------------------

Eighty-four foci of colonic FDG uptake were detected in the 70 patients ( [Fig. 2](#FI857-2){ref-type="fig"} ). Among these 84 uptake sites, 43 (51.2 %) were located in the rectosigmoid, 12 (14.3 %) in the left colon, 9 (10.7 %) in the transverse colon and 20 (23.8 %) in the right colon. The proportions of true-positive (lesions found at colonoscopy at the same location) and false-positive (no lesion seen at colonoscopy) PET/CT findings were 65.5 % (n = 55) and 34.5 % (n = 29), respectively. In the true-positive group, 14 (25.5 %) uptake sites corresponded to malignant lesions, 30 (54.5 %) corresponded to HRPs, 4 (7.3 %) corresponded to LRPs and 7 (12.7 %) corresponded to NNLs. Thus, incidental focal colonic FDG uptake corresponded to advanced neoplasia in more than half of the sites (52.4 %).

![An incidental focal FDG-uptake that was found in the sigmoid in 1 study patient](10-1055-s-0043-116384-i857ei2){#FI857-2}

FDG uptake SUV ~max~ values ranged from 3.3 to 40.6. Median SUV ~max~ values did not differ significantly between true-positive (8.9, \[IQR, 6 -- 13.3\]) and false-positive (7.1, \[IQR, 5.8 -- 9.8\]) findings ( *P*  = 0.27). Similar results were obtained by calculating the colonic/liver SUV ~max~ ratio (data not shown). MV30 values ranged from 1.08 to 68.7. Median MV30 values differed significantly between true-positive (5.5 cm ^3^ , \[IQR, 3.3 -- 10.9 cm ^3^ \]) and false-positive (9.7 cm ^3^ , \[IQR, 5.2 -- 40.8 cm ^3^ \]) findings ( *P*  = 0.015) and between advanced neoplasia (5.0 cm ^3^ , \[IQR, 2.9 -- 9.7 cm ^3^ \]) and other endoscopic findings (9.4 cm ^3^ , \[IQR, 5.2 -- 39.8 cm ^3^ \]) ( *P*  = 0.001). A ROC curve of the MV30 for the diagnosis of advanced neoplasia is shown in [Fig. 3](#FI857-3){ref-type="fig"} ; the AUROC was 0.71. The sensitivity and specificity of MV30 for use in differentiating advanced neoplasia from other endoscopic findings were 71 % and 63.2 %, respectively, with the cutoff value of 7.7 cm ^3^ for the maximum sum of sensitivity and specificity ( [Fig. 3](#FI857-3){ref-type="fig"} ). MV50 was found less accurate than MV30 for differentiating advanced neoplasia from other endoscopic findings (AUROC = 0.63, sensitivity = 64.3 %, and specificity = 58 % when using the optimal cut off of 2.74).

![ Receiver operating characteristic curve of the metabolic volume (MV30) for differentiating between advanced neoplasia and other findings at colonoscopy in FDG PET-positive areas.](10-1055-s-0043-116384-i857ei3){#FI857-3}

Per-lesion analysis
-------------------

One hundred seven lesions were found in 48 patients, and the median number of lesions seen at colonoscopy per patient was 1 \[0 -- 3\]. Among the 107 lesions, 15 were malignant (14 %), 48 were HRPs (44.9 %), 37 were LRPs (34.6 %), and 7 (6.4 %) were NNLs. Lesions were located especially (51.4 %) in the rectosigmoid ( [Table 2](#TB857-2){ref-type="table"} ).

###### Characteristics of 107 lesions seen at colonoscopy.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Lesion groups**        n    **Location**   **Size (mm)**\       **Macroscopic appearance**   **Histologic diagnosis**                                                                                                    
                                               **median \[IQR\]**                                                                                                                                                            
  ------------------------ ---- -------------- -------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----------------------------------------------------------
  Malignant lesions        15   11              0                   1                            3                          30 \[21 -- 40\] [1](#FN857-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                       5    3   6     0    1   Invasive colorectal adenocarcinoma, n = 14 (13 patients)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Lymphoma, n = 1

  High-risk polyps         48   30              7                   5                            6                          15 \[11.5 -- 20\] [2](#FN857-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                     1   20   16    1   10   *In situ* colorectal adenocarcinoma, n = 4\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Adenoma, n = 38\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Sessile serrated polyp, n = 6

  Low-risk polyps          37    8             10                   9                            10                          4 \[4 -- 6\] [1](#FN857-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                         0    3    4   15   15   Adenoma, n = 37

  Non-neoplastic lesions    7    6              0                   1                            0                           6 [@JR857-4] [@JR857-5] [@JR857-6] [3](#FN857-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0    1    0    4    2   Hyperplastic polyp, n = 4\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Inflammatory lesion, n = 3
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RS: rectosigmoid; LC, left colon; TC, transverse colon; RC, right colon; TL, tumor-Like

Continuous variables are expressed as medians and interquartile ranges (IQR).

Missing data for 4 patients

Missing data for 1 patient

Missing data for 2 patients

All 15 malignant lesions were FDG-avid (one patient had two synchronous adjacent cancers). Among the 48 HRP, 43 (89.6 %) were FDG-avid and 5 (10.4 %) were not. Among the 34 (31.8 %) non-FDG-avid lesions, 5 corresponded to HRPs (14.7 %), 27 corresponded (79.4 %) to LRPs, and 2 corresponded (5.9 %) to NNLs. Non-FDG-avid lesions were located throughout the colon, in the left (29.4 %), transverse (32.3 %) and right colon (20.6 %), but were less frequent in the rectosigmoid (17.6 %). All non-FDG-avid lesions were found in true-positive patients. Among the 5 HRPs that were missed at colonoscopy, there were two adenomas with low-grade dysplasia, two adenomas with high-grade dysplasia and one sessile serrated polyp without dysplasia; all lesions were ≥ 10 mm.

The majority of HRPs and LRPs corresponded to adenomas; the exceptions were 6 sessile serrated polyps that were found in 2 patients. All sessile serrated polyps, except 1, were FDG-avid.

Per-segment analysis
--------------------

Colorectal lesions were found in 83 of 233 (35.6 %) segments seen at colonoscopy. The relationship between the colonoscopy and FDG PET/CT findings is outlined in   [Table 3](#TB857-3){ref-type="table"} . Thus, the true-positive, false-negative, false-positive, and true-negative FDG PET/CT results were distributed as follows: 21.5 %, 14.2 %, 11.5 %, and 52.8 %. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of FDG PET/CT for use in the diagnosis of colorectal lesions were 60.2 %, 82 %, 64.9 % and 78.8 %, respectively. Corresponding figures for advanced neoplasia were 89.8 %, 82.1 %, 57.1 % and 96.8 %, respectively.

###### Relationship between colonoscopy and ^18^ F-FDG PET/CT findings: analysis by colonic segment.

  **Focal FDG-uptake at PET/CT**   **Lesion seen at colonoscopy**   
  -------------------------------- -------------------------------- -----
  Yes                              50                                27
  No                               33                               123
  Total                            83                               150

^18^ F-FDG PET/CT, fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography with computed tomography; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron emission tomography with computed tomography.

Discussion
==========

In this cohort study of 70 patients representing 84 sites of incidental colonic focal FDG uptake, two-thirds (65.5 %) of the foci corresponded to true-positive findings at colonoscopy and approximately half (52.4 %) of the foci corresponded to advanced neoplasia at colonoscopy. Per-patient analysis confirms concordance between FDG uptake and presence of lesions at colonoscopy in two-thirds of patients. The proportion of true-positive findings reported in the literature varies widely from less than 50 % to more than 90 %; however, our results are consistent with most recent reports. Indeed, Keyzer et al. [@JR857-21] showed that 61 % of 107 FDG uptake foci corresponded to a lesion at colonoscopy and that true-positive findings were malignant or premalignant in 50.4 % of cases. Similarly, pooled risk of malignant or premalignant lesions among the true-positive FDG uptakes was 68 % according to a recent meta-analysis [@JR857-6] .

Our study highlighted a poor role of SUV ~max~ values for differentiating between true-positive and false-positive findings. The value of SUV ~max~ has often been recognized in the past as the best parameter for distinguishing false-positive FDG uptake from advanced neoplasia [@JR857-28] [@JR857-29] , although other studies did not show any correlation between SUV ~max~ values and the probability of finding endoscopic lesions [@JR857-21] [@JR857-27] . Moreover, no validated SUV ~max~ cut-off is available that enables the exemption of some patients from additional examinations. The optimal SUV ~max~ threshold found by Luboldt et al. [@JR857-28] was 5. However, their results cannot be generalized because 14 advanced neoplasias found in our work had SUV ~max~ values ≤ 5. Metabolic volume has been suggested to be of potential interest in two recent studies [@JR857-16] [@JR857-21] . Although the present study emphasizes the better accuracy of MV30 compared to SUV ~max~ for differentiating true-positive from false-positive findings and for differentiating advanced neoplasia from other endoscopic findings, the sensitivity and specificity of MV30 remains unsatisfactory. Consequently, all patients with incidental colonic focal FDG uptake should be further examined by colonoscopy.

Our study showed that among the 107 lesions found at colonoscopy, 34 (31.7 %) were found in colonic segments without FDG uptake. Although the majority of lesions missed by PET/CT corresponded to low-risk polyps or various non-relevant lesions, we observed presence of advanced neoplasia in 5 cases (complete colonoscopy was not performed for all cases). Characteristics of the lesions that were missed at colonoscopy have rarely been studied in detail until now. Weston et al. [@JR857-22] found that colonoscopy revealed premalignant or malignant lesions in 8 % of patients without any FDG uptake. These authors did not consider polypoid lesions smaller than 10 mm in their analysis, probably explaining our higher rate of false-negative lesions. On the other hand, Keyzer et al. [@JR857-21] included polypoid lesions \< 10 mm and found 57 % of false-negative findings in a per-lesion analysis. The higher percentage of non-FDG-avid lesions in the latter study is probably explained by the higher proportion of complete colonoscopies. In addition, Lee et al. [@JR857-26] showed that among 125 patients with focal FDG uptake confined to the left-sided colon, 8 % had advanced neoplasms in the right side of the colon; they also showed that within the 62 patients who had FDG uptake sites localized in the right colon, 6 (9.7 %) had advanced lesions in the left side of the colon. In any case, these results underline the significant risk of false-negative lesions, which suggests that clinicians should perform a colonoscopy and not a flexible sigmoidoscopy when patients are referred for the evaluation of incidental focal colorectal FDG uptake.

It is noteworthy that among the 107 lesions identified at colonoscopy in the current study, 6 (5.6 %) corresponded to sessile serrated polyps, with dysplasia in 2 cases. All except 1 of these polyps were FDG-avid. Although this particular histopathological group has been previously mentioned in FDG studies [@JR857-13] , it is interesting to note that not only advanced adenomas but also sessile serrated polyps with dysplasia could be associated with FDG uptake. Because these lesions are at high risk of malignant transformation [@JR857-30] , early detection may improve patient outcome.

Because it is difficult to determine which lesion is responsible for FDG uptake in cases of adjacent lesions seen at colonoscopy, we performed a per-segment analysis in addition to the per-lesion analysis. Thus, we demonstrated that sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of FDG-PET/CT for diagnosis of colorectal advanced neoplasia were 89.8 %, 82.1 %, 57.1 % and 96.8 %, respectively; these figures are higher than those found in previous studies [@JR857-26] .

The strengths of the current study are the size of the cohort (70 patients, 84 foci of FDG uptake), the examination of 83.2 % of the whole colonic segments at colonoscopy and the use of a clinically relevant histopathological classification of polypoid lesions [@JR857-31] . However, our study has some limitations. First, it was limited by its retrospective and monocentric design. Second, patient selection might have suffered from bias. Thus, this study included only patients with incidental colorectal FDG uptake who were referred for colonoscopy; we did not consider those patients who did not undergo colonoscopy. However, it is possible that physicians only referred to our center those colonoscopy patients whose treatment or cancer prognosis could have changed according to the colonoscopy findings. Furthermore, the aim of our study was not to evaluate the effect of the colonoscopy findings on the management of the primary cancer giving rise to FDG. Third, although the nuclear physician was blinded to endoscopic and histopathological findings, his interpretation might have been influenced by the knowledge of the presence of a colorectal FDG uptake in the initial report. Fourth, regarding to FDG PET/CT imaging no delayed acquisition and only unenhanced PET/CT scans were performed in our study like in numerous previous studies.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, incidental focal colorectal FDG uptake on PET/CT imaging is associated with endoscopic lesions in two-thirds of cases, with a high rate of advanced neoplasms. Colonoscopy should be performed in every patient because no isotopic measurements enable accurate discrimination between true-positive and false-positive FDG findings. The proportion of non-FDG-avid lesions found in this study population suggests that complete colonoscopy be performed, although most of the non-FDG-avid lesions corresponded to non-relevant lesions.
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